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Peggy
Guggenheim
Marguerite Guggenheim, more popularly known as Peggy Guggenheim, was born on August 26, 1898, in
New York City to a wealthy family. Her father, Benjamin Guggenheim, who had been on board the
Titanic, died when the ship sank in 1912. As a result of this accident, Peggy inherited her father’s fortune
when she was only twenty-one. The vast wealth allowed her to escape the bourgeois society
she despised and pursue her own interests living a free-spirited life which would ultimately make her
one of the most significant figures in the 20th-century art scene.
In 1922, Peggy married a Dadaist artist named Laurence Veil and because of him met a number
of writers and painters on the rise. It was during this period that she first acquired an interest in art. The
two split in 1930 after which Peggy immediately moved to Paris and adopted a bohemian lifestyle. She
used her wealth to support struggling artists such as Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, and Hans Hofmann,
acquiring numerous artworks in the process. Her circle of close friends and acquaintances included the
likes of James Joyce, Alberto Giacometti, Salvador Dali, Constantin Brâncuși, Pablo Picasso, Ezra Pound,
and many others. She had a brief affair with Samuel Beckett and supported the work of both Robert De
Niro’s parents, Virginia Admiral, and Robert De Niro Sr.
Near the end of the decade, Peggy moved to London and opened her first art gallery, Guggenheim Jeune.
She was also set on opening a museum, but her plans were thwarted by the onset of WWII. Already a
passionate
art aficionado and
self-proclaimed
art
addict,
she
was appalled by
the
Nazi’s rampant destruction of art throughout Europe. As a result, she adopted the motto “buy a picture
a day” and set out to claim as many pieces as she could.
In just a matter of months, Peggy acquired hundreds of sculptures and paintings. However, few thought
that any of them were worth saving. When the Louvre refused to take the collection, Peggy made a
daring move that eventually placed her among some of the most important people of the 20th century.
Right under the Nazi’s noses, she managed to smuggle hundreds of art pieces into the U.S. Artwork she
had acquired for just a few dollars at the time are worth billions today.
She eventually fled to the U .S. herself but first moved to Venice after the war ended. There she bought
the Palazzo Venier del Leoni, an Italian style mansion on the Grand Canal which she turned into a homemuseum. Peggy died on December 23, 1979, leaving her entire collection to the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Foundation with the request that the pieces she had displayed in her home in Venice stay
in Venice. Today, Venier del Leoni is a museum, and it still holds all the pieces that were there at the
time of her death, including those of Salvador Dali and Pablo Picasso. These days no trip to Venice is
complete without a visit to the home of a woman who almost single-handedly saved the art of an entire
generation.
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Vocab Match
Word
Answer

Name: ____________________

Definition

1. wealthy

1. ___

a. adverb- finally, in the end

2. despise

2. ___

b. noun- a person who is knowledgeable and
enthusiastic about a particular subject

3. ultimately

3. ___

c. verb- hate with a passion

4. struggling

4. ___

d. adjective- dangerous, wild, unrestrained

5. thwart

5. ___

e. adverb- in the end after a long time

6. aficionado

6. ___

f. adverb- without help from anyone else

7. appalled

7. ___

g. adjective- with great difficulty and effort

8. rampant

8. ___

h. verb- to stop something from happening

9. eventually

9. ___

i. adjective- rich

10. singlehandedly

10. ___

j. adjective- disgusted, repulsed, horrified

Discussion Topics
1. How important do you think art is?

2. Are you interested in any kind of art?

3. Are you an aficionado of something?

4. What would you do if you suddenly inherited a lot of money?

5. If you could meet one person from any time period, who would it be?
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Name: ____________________

Peggy Guggenheim

Hint!
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Name: ____________________

Quiz
1) What was Peggy’s real name?
a. Bridget b. Mary c. Margaret d. Marguerite
2) How did Peggy’s father die?
a. in a car accident b. the ship he was on sank c. in a plane crash d. in an explosion
3) Who was Peggy’s first husband?
a. a writer b. a plumber c. an artist d. a pilot
4) According to the article, which of these people was not one of her acquaintances?
a. J.R.R. Tolkien b. James Joyce c. Samuel Beckett d. Pablo Picasso
5) Which actor’s parents were good friends with Peggy?
a. Brad Pitt b. Al Pacino c. Robert De Niro d. Tom Cruise
6) What stopped Peggy from opening a museum?
a. World War II b. World War I c. lack of money d. she didn’t have enough pieces of art
7) Why did Peggy decide to “buy a picture a day”?
a. to hang them in a museum b. to save them from destruction c. she liked pictures d. to give them away
8) What did Peggy do when the Louvre refused to take her collection?
a. she exhibited it in her house b. she hid the art c. she sold it d. she smuggled it to the U.S.
9) Where can her collection be seen today?
a. in the Guggenheim museum b. in the Louvre c. in her home in Venice d. in New York
10) Whose pieces are among her collection?
a. Da’Vinci’s b. Picasso’s and Dali’s c. Van Gogh’s d. Monet’s and Cezanne’s
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Key
Matching Quiz
1. i
2. c
3. a
4. g
5. h
6. b
7. j
8. d
9. e
10. f

1. d
2. b
3. c
4. a
5. c
6. a
7. b
8. d
9. c
10. b

PROJECT: Students propose a plan for spending $1
million on a charitable act. Include SMART goal
setting techniques. (Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Relevant, Time Based)
Article
written by: Jelena Kalaba
Source: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Peggy-Guggenheim,
https://www.encyclopedia-titanica.org/peggy-guggenheim-dead-81-modern-art-collection.html
https://www.guggenheim.org/history/peggy-guggenheim
https://www.irishexaminer.com/lifestyle/artsfilmtv/peggy-guggenheim-was-addicted-to-art-sex-andhonesty-363982.html
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